Design Build a Spider Robot Detector Fire Arduino based
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Abstract
Fire is an event that is not desired by every human being. Fires can cause significant losses, both material and life losses. Every fire process always causes a fire in a place or room where a fire occurs. A fire that is still not too big can be detected using a robot. Detection of the source of the fire in the kitchen room is still difficult because it is not yet known by the occupants of the house who are in another room or outside the house. Residents of the house have difficulty finding hotspots that are still small, so a robot is needed that can detect the presence of these hotspots. One of the robots that can be applied in this situation is the spider robot. This study aims to implement fire sensor technology to detect fire using Arduino. Methods of data collection using literature study and observation. The application development phase includes analysis, system design, implementation, and testing. This program is implemented using ultrasonic sensors, wi-fi modules, servos, and fire sensors. Ultrasonic sensors as a protection system from robots and IR flame sensors as sensors to detect fire. The spider robot can detect fire and provide warnings through sound alarms and can provide notifications via messages in the WhatsApp application. The fire detection robot made can detect a fire by notifying WhatsApp messages and alarms when the robot detects fire. The test results show the tool can run well. This can be proven by the value of the test results that have been carried out.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Technology has changed so rapidly that it can be used for life in society. Creative and innovative thinking is needed to be able to take advantage of this technology. One of the things that utilize technology in its manufacture is the manufacture of robots. One of the situations that require a robot is when there is a high risk of danger, for example, the fire that causes a fire. Fire is an event that is not wanted by every human being. Fires can cause huge losses, both material and life losses. Every fire process always causes a fire in a place or room where a fire occurs (Jannah, 2017).

It takes a tool to detect and know the source of the fire. A fire that is still not too big can be detected using a robot. Detecting the source of the fire in the kitchen room is still difficult because the occupants of the house who are in another room or are outside the house have not noticed it yet. Residents of the house have difficulty finding small hotspots, so a robot is needed that can detect the presence of these hotspots. One of the robots that can be applied in this situation is the spider robot.

A spider robot is a robot that moves using 4 or 6 legs. Because the robot can be statistically stable by using 3 legs or more, the spider robot has high flexibility. Based on the description above, the writer will build an Arduino-based fire detection spider robot. With this spider robot, it is hoped that users can detect sources of fire that might cause fires in the house. The purpose of making this robot is to assist homeowners in giving a warning inside the house when a fire is detected.
2. RESEARCH METHODS

2.1. Object Study

In accordance with the title to be compiled by the author is about design build a spider robot detector fire-based, Arduino, then research. This will design a robot to detect existing fire in a room. The hardware that will implement uses device Arduino Nano microcontroller, fire sensor, and ultrasonic sensor. Then Forgiveness information to occupants use an alarm that can beep when the robot succeeds detect existing source fire.

2.2. Robot Design

After getting a clear picture of a system that will make, a step furthermore is to do planning tool. Stages planning done give description general clear, as well displays design get up complete to tool to be made.

2.2.1. Detector Block Diagram Design Fire

detection robots fire to have a principle that it will move Alone to detect hitch, at the moment it’s a fire sensor too active. If at the time the robot moves the robot finds fire and voltage output detected by the fire sensor then the robot will stop, after it will alarm sounds and notifications WhatsApp messages received. How it works flame detectors capable Work with Good For catch the flame For prevent fire, that is with identity or detecting a flame which is detected by the presence of infrared and ultraviolet light spectrum with the use of later optical methods results detection That will continue to Microprocessor in the flame detector unit will Work For differentiate the light spectrum contained in the detected fire the with system delays for 2-3 seconds on the detector This so that capable detect source fire more early and possible No happen source of false alarms. Fire match fire/lighter can be detected from a distance of 80cm. The more big fire, the increasingly Far possible distance detected. Following This is a block diagram of the detection system fire.

![System Block Diagram Detector Fire](image)


demonstrates the system block diagram detector fire.

2.2.1.2. Designing the Physical Form of the Tool

The detector robot displays fire This is shaped like Spider 4 legs. On the robot body, there is a network consisting of 8 Servo Sg90, 1 Arduino Nano, Robot Spider Kit, 3 Fire Sensors, 3 Ultrasonic Sensors, 1 On Off Switch, and 1 Buzzer. The dimensions of the robot are 170 mm x 260 mm x 250 mm and have 4 control legs. The robot circuit is made from 1 piece of acrylic connected 3 mm thick with the bolt. Following is the design detection robot circuit fire.
2.2.1.3. Flow chart

A flow chart or flow charts show the internal process flow system. Draft flowchart on design-build a detection robot fire to be made This can be seen in figure 3.1.

![Flowchart System](image_url)

Figure 3. Flowchart System
2.2.1.4. WhatsApp Notification Design

Appearance system This is used as a human interface To facilitate the user in accepting notifications when detected exists fire in the room kitchen. Draft Appearance WhatsApp notifications will be shown in Figure 4 below this:

Figure 4. Draft Appearance WhatsApp notifications

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The working principle of the arduino-based fire detection spider robot with wifi communication is that when the robot is connected to a battery source to supply power to the arduino, the arduino will immediately respond and carry out the commands that have been programmed in it. Then the wifi module will look for an active wifi device from the smartphone that has been programmed in it to make a connection. When the wifi is looking for devices and connecting, Arduino performs another command, namely an order to the servo motor to prepare to receive commands from the Arduino controller, and when it is connected the robot is ready to move forward, backward or turn according to the working principle of the sensor programmed in Arduino.

The Arduino-based fire detection spider robot here contains supporting components such as Arduino Nano technology, fire sensors, and ultrasonic sensors. The implementation of these components has been successfully carried out in the design of an arduino-based fire detection spider robot. The tool created can assist in providing information to residents/homeowners by using an alarm that can sound when the robot succeeds in detecting a source of fire and a WA notification (WhatsApp application) with the WA number that has been determined in the system. The WA application can receive notifications when the robot successfully detects fire. In designing this program using Arduino Nano which will read input from ultrasonic sensors and fire sensors. Ultrasonic sensors are used to detect obstacles in front of the robot, and IR flame sensors are used to detect fire. The following is a display of the fire detection spider robot which can be seen in the picture.
Figure 5. Fire Detecting Spider Robot

Table 1. Testing of the Fire Detecting Spider Robot

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Activities Performed _</th>
<th>Description Activity</th>
<th>Expected Results</th>
<th>Actual Results</th>
<th>Test Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>The user turns on the robot with connect plug the battery on the robot</td>
<td>Users can turn on the robots</td>
<td>plug battery function with Good For turning on and off the robot</td>
<td>Walking robots</td>
<td>Succeed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>The user turns on the source fire and runs robots</td>
<td>Robot walking and searching source file</td>
<td>Robots stop in accordance with the program ie when Already close to the source file</td>
<td>Robots stop</td>
<td>Succeed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>User closer source fire on the robot already turned on</td>
<td>Robots detect source fire and the alarm goes off</td>
<td>Alarms can beep in accordance with existing programs specify that If Already gotten to the source file</td>
<td>Alarm goes off</td>
<td>Succeed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Users provide hindrance flat in front of the robot being walk</td>
<td>Robots detect the obstacle in front of him and turns dodge</td>
<td>sensors Ultrasonic will order the Robot to turn and dodge from hindrance If There is an obstacle ahead</td>
<td>Robots turn dodge</td>
<td>Succeed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.1. Excess

a. Detection robot circuit fire made _ can use To detect fire and got give a warning form sound the alarm.
b. In addition to the alarm as a warning, robots also get give warning through Message WhatsApp (WA) on the existing WA number set in the program.
c. The suite tool made _ its own automatic system _ to detect fire so robots can look for the source of the fire in the robot room. _
d. The battery used can be charged through the tool in a time short that is about 1 minute so that the user does No throw away time many For wait until the battery is full.

3.2. Lack

a. Warning through WA messages sometimes has a constraint that is No sent message when detected exists fire.
b. Robots only can detect hindrances from the wall so If There is another barrier that is thinner than the wall then the robot stays walking:

4. CONCLUSION

Once testing and program analysis, the obtained conclusion :

a. Design-build a spider robot detector fire has to be successfully implemented. Data retrieved is ultrasonic sensor data, module wifi, servo, and fire sensor. An ultrasonic sensor as system protection from robots and IR flame sensors as sensors for detecting fire. Spider robots are capable detect fire at a distance as far as 30 cm through alarm sound and are able to give WA notifications that can be Received as fast as 2 seconds.
b. Spider robot test results detector fire use Arduino nano shows tools and systems can walk with ok. this _ can prove with mark the results of the black box test performed. Trial results black box test with the answer " Yes " as much as 100% and " No " as much as 0%.

5. SUGGESTION

Research conducted by the author This Still Lots there is flaws and weaknesses, so Still needed development tools furthermore namely :

a. next robot to be made better in matter warning through WA message so no Again have constraint No sent message when detected exists fire.
b. Next robots can be developed in order to detect hindrances besides objects flat like a wall so that If There is another barrier that is thinner than the wall then the robot stays can dodge. t.
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